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We are now the biggest local conservation society in Australia and as such by the profile that we have 
developed are well regarded as a credible organization by both local and state authorities.  Our 
membership has grown to almost 1000.  This number means that we are representative of almost 20% of
the population of Beaumaris.  The committee has been supplemented by a number of dedicated 
individuals.  These people have been involved in the responsible development group, the vegetation 
group and in the preparation and analysis of the questionnaire and the newsletter.  Rather than mention 
individuals in case I miss anyone and there have been many people involved I would like to thank most 
sincerely all of the people who have been involved in these groups for the time and effort which they 
have out into these areas.

VEGETATION

STREET TREE PLANTING    Almost 1,000 trees have been planted by approximately 50 volunteers.  It 
is vital that these trees are watered during the summer.  It is impressive to see such a low rate of 
vandalism.  This is I believe a measure of the community support for the project.  The project has been 
entered in the civic awards because this is a unique community effort and it is certainly being used as a 
model for a number of other areas.  A special thank you to Sue Raverty and Di Pearce who have 
coordinated this group.

TREE PROTECTION LAW The council has employed an officer to oversee the tree protection law but 
that is the area in which we still have room to lobby for further changes in the future.

DEVELOPMENT

It is important to remember that we are in the business of objecting to inappropriate development 
because we are concerned about that removal of vegetation and the lack of space left for replanting.  In 
other words the loss of vegetation and the long term effects on our environment.  A survey of the area 
has established that there have been 444 blocks of land clear felled in Beaumaris between May 1994 
and May 1998.

The sub group that attends to the analysis and response to applications to planning has done an 
excellent job and I wish to thank them for their efforts on all of our behalf.  A special thank you to Patricia 
Glazier, who has coordinated this group.

Since January 1998 there have been a total of 65 applications for planning permits.  There was no 
objection to 10 and we withdrew objection to 4 after negotiation.

Council passed 16 and refused 27.

22 went to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (5 did not go on). Of these 8 passed, 3 were refused and 
2 undecided. 9 are still to be heard.

THE NEW STATE PLANNING SCHEME AND THE GOOD DESIGN GUIDELINES
Both of these areas were the basis of several major submissions that were presented by BCS this year.

Municipal Strategic Statement.  This outlines future land use and controls.
I prepared and delivered a major presentation to the panel that will decide whether there is a 
recommendation made to see that a vegetation protection overlay is developed for our area.  We asked 
for an 8 metre front set back, which is to be vegetated and a one metre set back around all other 
boundaries. Any significant and appropriate vegetation that exists in these areas is to be protected.
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The Draft Design and Development Guidelines were written to justify the Local variations to the Good 
Design Guide, which control regulations about multi-density dwellings.  After input from public 
consultation and BCS's individual input, the final recommendations for Beaumaris are that there will be a 
maximum of one dwelling per 400 square metres in Beaumaris and that set back will be 7.5 metres.  If 
this is ratified by the Minister, many blocks in Beaumaris will be too small to subdivide as they are less 
than 800 square metres.

QUESTIONNAIRE

This has enabled us to see exactly what our members feel and is a valuable tool for setting future 
directions.  The results of this were used as a vital part of our presentation at the NPS panel hearing.  It is
intended that a meeting to discuss the results of the questionnaire will be held later this year. At this time 
future directions will be highlighted.

CONCLUSION

As I predicted this has been a crucial year.  We have been strongly united in our efforts.  The results of 
consultations and submissions that have taken place are now dependent on the recommendations of a 
three-person panel and the approval of the Minister for Planning and Local Government.

As a result of the activities of the Society during the past two years, I believe that there is now an 
increased awareness throughout the Bayside area of the fact that it is possible to change the way in 
which decisions are made at both the local and the state level if residents unite to voice their concerns.

There is an increasing awareness of the value of trees to the urban environment and of the need for 
development and urban renewal to take place in a responsible manner so that our environment is 
enhanced and not destroyed.  I believe strongly that people, trees and birds need gardens.  Trees are the
lungs of the earth.  They reduce pollution and soften the urban environment.  The very fabric of Australian
life is under threat when we allow ourselves to be persuaded that there is no value in privacy, no value in 
trees and gardens, no reason to want a backyard.

During the past two years I have devoted much time to the fight to protect the urban environment.  
Personally I have enjoyed my time as President, but now wish to hand the position over.  I have other 
involvements such as my position as a councillor with the Australian Conservation Foundation to which I 
wish to devote more time.  I am willing to stay on the Committee as Vice-President.  I want to thank all 
who have supported me and hope that with new blood the BCS will continue as a vibrant part of the 
community.

I now wish to sincerely thank Ken Rendell, who is retiring as Secretary after 16 years of service to the 
Society.  He feels it is time to take a well-earned rest.  I also wish to thank Madeline Meehan and Ana 
McCormack who are retiring as Zone Leaders.

There is an application to demolish the dwelling built by Sir John Monash at 4 Rae St - first reinforced 
concrete house built in 1912. Not classified under any national or state listing, but identified by Bayside 
Council heritage study as a building of historic interest and therefore protected under the Minister's 
interim order in relation to heritage buildings.  This does not come under our mission, but there has been 
a request to notify members of this issue.  Should you be personally concerned please contact the 
Historical Society or the Council directly.

Valarie Ross, President


